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Dear Parents/Carers,
As the days get marginally lighter, there is a glint of spring around the corner! Astonishing as it
may be, we are reaching the end of our third term together this year and halfway through the
academic year. Our school motto is to ‘Aim for Excellence’ in everything we do. The children
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have certainly been setting themselves high standards and have worked incredibly hard across
the term.
Science Extravaganza!

Just last week the whole school undertook a series of explorations in celebration of everything
science. It was fantastic to see the children dressed up in a range of outfits demonstrating their
understanding of how scientific skills are used across a whole section of jobs. We saw doctors,
surgeons, vets, astronomers, archaeologists (to name but a few professions) arrive at the school
gates on the Monday-what a treat!
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Contributed by Maisie and Issy and evidence gained by Sylvia, Sienna,
Isabella and Ella
At the beginning of the week which started the 31st January, we were all told
by our teachers that it was Science Week! Our first real experiment involved
biscuit dunking!! We carried out a fair test to see what would happen. Our
second big event was on Friday when a forensic scientist came into school.
Our visiting scientist answered questions and showed us everything involved
in her job!

We would like to thank Mrs Branagan, our Science lead, for all her work coordinating this week in
school and to our teachers for putting together some awesome experiments. Thanks must also be
passed on to all the parents who took the time to put together the most fantastic presentations
about how they use science in their everyday lives. Each presentation/visitor in school reinforced
the message which we promote with all the children: the skills we use in the subject are dynamic
and will most certainly be used by them now and in their futures.

Maths Fluency Flash!

We have a school full of investigative mathematicians! Throughout the school week, in addition
to the children’s maths lesson, we have ‘Fluency Flash!’ sessions. Here the children learn number
skills from recognising number, counting, number bonds, times tables… the list goes on. Recently,
we held a competition in school for the children to design a logo to use in each class on our visual
timetables. There were so many entries which were all fantastic, but there could only be one
winner. Anna in Y4 designed the logo you see above and we would like to thank her for
submitting her idea. Well done!

The theme for the 2022 International Day of Mathematics this year is Mathematics Unites. We are
going to connect to this event through this year's challenge: photos with mathematics!
Across half-term, we will encourage the children to take a picture (they can team up with friends,
family, pets) with a mathematical thing:







A mathematical object they built,
… or drew,
… or formed using people’s bodies.
Or maybe there’s a very mathematical building or bridge in your city,
… or a statue of a famous mathematician.
Mathematics is everywhere, but sometimes it is hiding, so the children can also reveal it in
some way.
Year 6

This term Year 6 have been learning about Natural Disasters. Talking to the children in class, they
have told us that they have learnt about the dynamic structure of the Earth and how its behaviour
(and ours) contributes to various events. Using their understanding, pupils have developed
survival guides for those who may well find themselves in the middle of one of these events. Safe
to say the children enjoyed writing them and we enjoyed reading them too.

Year 5
Examining the behaviour of the environment has also been at the fore in our Year 5 classes who
have been completing their topic, ‘Around the World in 80 Days!’ Alongside their exploration of
the continents and countries in the world, they have been studying the five different biomes
which can be found: aquatic, grassland, forest, desert, and tundra. Pupils found out about the
climate, soil, vegetation and wildlife in these areas and went on to create models demonstrating
their understanding. Fantastic work year 5!

Year 4

“Legend says that when the ground quakes or lava spews from the earth it's the dragons.”
Who could fail to be gripped by the wonderful writing in Cressida Cowell’s, ‘How to Train Your
Dragon’? This text has certainly enriched the imagination of all those in Year 4. The children have
used their reading experiences to help develop their own fantastical stories. The extract above is
only one example of the wonderful work pupils have completed. Congratulations to all the
children for their hard work and for sharing your enjoyment of the story too.
Year 3

If you are ever in a predicament, head to Year 3 for it is packed with superheroes! Pupils have
researched the lives of real-life heroes like Martin Luther King and artwork completed by Roy
Litchenstein. Each time we pass along the Year 3 corridor, we cannot help but stop to read the
fantastic stories the children have completed based on their exploration of ‘Traction Man’ by Mini
Grey.
To know and understand how superheroes operate (particularly if we wish to understand their
super powers) we have to have very good knowledge of forces. Finding out about magnetic
fields and the behaviour of magnets has been very popular within science lessons. They have
certainly been using their working scientifically skills across their work which has been fantastic to
see. Well done Year 3!
Year 2
Samuel Pepys made a very dramatic entrance into school this term and talked to Year 2 about all
the events linked to the Great Fire of London. This drama workshop was enjoyed by all the
children who absolutely loved finding out how the fire spread and how its arrival helped end the
Great Plague. Fire Officer Darren also visited the children and spoke about the current methods
we use to make sure we are safe and how to prevent fires. Again, the visit was very much
enjoyed by the children. Both events have resulted in the completion of some fantastic work.
Great job, Year 2.

Year 1
Year 1 have been busy exploring our school grounds. Across the year, they focus on comparing
the different areas of the school and how the seasons impact on these. During their winter walk,
pupils looked carefully and saw how the cold months were impacting on the plants around the
environment.

The topic for this term has been ‘Toys’ and what fun the children have had exploring toys old and
new! A few favourite toys have snuck into school, and the children have enjoyed explaining why
they are so important to the rest of the class.

Reception

Tuesday 1st February was Chinese New Year, the year of the tiger. Chloe’s mum and dad, Yun and
Pan, came into school to help our children learn about the traditions and celebrations linked to
Chinese New Year. The children found out about the colour red and how loud noises are
associated with the celebration to scare off the monster Nian. It was believed that Nian lived
under the ocean and the colour red and loud noises kept the people safe.
Chloe gave out lucky, red envelopes to all her friends to wish them happiness and joy for the
coming year. We would like to thank the whole family for their time and for all the wonderful
information they shared with us.

We have been busy this term telling all the children in the school about our Seaford Primary
School Earth Shot Competition. We put a box outside Mr Davey and Mrs Crees’ office where
children in all year groups could put their ideas for how we can make our school more
environmentally friendly. The competition finished this week and we are going to choose some
winners next term. We will use the winning ideas to help make our school even better.
Cross Country
Early in January, we sent a team of pupils along to the cross country area finals in Lewes. Each
and every pupil paced themselves very well and demonstrated exceptional resilience. The course
was challenging, but clearly enjoyable as each participant crossed the finish line with a beaming
smile. We are very proud and would like to thank each and every pupil for representing the
school so perfectly.
School Uniform
A gentle reminder that it is important that the children are in school in the key uniform which is
outlined on our school website. On the days that children have PE, they should wear the
following:




Green shorts/skirt
Yellow t-shirt*
Green tracksuit for cold weather* (currently we also allow black jogging bottoms
alongside the children’s school jumper).
Attendance

Thank you all for your continued support in ensuring that the children are in school each day.
Despite the challenges that Covid-19 has presented, maintaining good attendance supports
pupils in keeping up with their learning. If you ever have any concerns regarding your child’s
attendance, please do not hesitate to contact Mr Davey or Mrs Crees in school.
Parents’ Evening
Next term we look forward to being able to share more details with you about your
child’s/children’s progress. Details about booking meeting slots will be issued at the beginning of
term 4.
Reminder
Term 4 begins on Monday 21st February
Once again, we thank you for all your ongoing support and would like to take this opportunity to
wish you all a wonderful half-term.
Kind regards,
Mr Davey and Mrs Crees

